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INTRODUCTION 
IN 1963, Browder [l] showed that finite dimensional H-spaces all satisfy Poincare duality. 
This led him to ask whether or not they all have the homotopy type of closed manifolds. 
Indeed, he soon verified this for simply connected H-spaces: 
THEOREM. Every simply connected,$nite-dimensional H-space X” has the homotopy type of 
a closed n-mantfold L-23. (If n # 2 mod 4, the mantfold can be taken to be smooth, or even stably 
parallelizable.) 
At the time Browder posed the problem no examples were known of finite H-spaces not 
homotopy equivalent o Lie Groups. However, Hilton and Roitberg [lS] and Zabrodsky 
[28] soon gave examples of such simply connected H-spaces. By Browder’s result above all of 
these are (homotopy equivalent to) closed manifolds. 
Pederson [17] analysed Zabrodsky’s construction in more detail and showed that in 
many cases (some non-simply connected) the resulting H-spaces are all homotopy equivalent 
to parallelizable manifolds. 
In another direction, the second author showed that the answer to Browder’s question is 
locally affirmative: 
THEOREM. Let P be afinite set of primes. Then anyfinite dimensional P-local H-space has 
the P-local homotopy type of a closed manifold [26]. 
The main results of this paper show that some large classes of non-simply connected finite 
H-spaces are homotopy equivalent to closed manifolds, and give counterexamples to a 
conjecture slightly stronger than Browder’s that is true locally, for instance, and motivated by 
some results of [9]. 
THEOREM 1. If X is a jnite H-space with fundamental group either an odd p-group or 
infinite with at most cyclic 2-torsion, then X is homotopy equivalent to a closed manifold. 
In the above, the assumption that X is an H-space can be replaced by X being a finite1 
Poincare complex that is strongly simple (in the sense of homotopy theory), has vanishing 
higher signature and for which a normal invariant exists. (See $1 for definitions and proofs.) 
For the prime 2 the situation is more difficult. The strongest result yet available for Browder’s 
problem for rr,X a cyclic 2-group is the following: 
tsupported by the National Science Foundation. 
$In certain cases, e.g. n1 =Z, p prime, for simple spaces finite generation of homology implies finitude of the 
space [16]. 
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THEOREM 2. Let X be ajnite H-space with x1X = Z,r. Suppose further I < 3 or that X has 
the mod 2 homotopy type of a Lie Group (or, more generally, of a mod 2 product with eachfactor 
a Lie group, or S7 or RP’). Then, X is homotopy equivalent to a closed manifold. 
Several remarks will illustrate the wide applicability of these results. Firstly, all known 
examples of finite H-spaces are, in fact, products of Lie Groups and copies of S’ or RP’ at the 
prime 2. (For odd prime this is not true by the examples of, say, [14] and the even more 
striking ones in [ 121.) Secondly, as above, the assumption that X is an H-space is only used to 
deduce that X is simple and possesses a normal invariant. 
The following theorem is in strong contrast to both Theorems 1 and 2 in their more 
general forms: 
THEOREM 3. There are infinitely many 15dimensional Poincarb complexes with 
n, =Z2 x Z,, possessing normal invariants, which are strongly simple and mod 2 Lie Groups 
and which (even after taking products with tori) are not homotopy equivalent to closed 
manifolds. 
In fact, as these examples? are all H-spaces except at one large odd prime, they 
demonstrate the strong global nature of Browder’s problem. Moreover, they are mod p 
homotopy equivalent to manifolds for all p. The invariant detecting their non-homotopy 
equivalence to manifolds will be applied in a future paper to group actions and other 
problems. 
Recall that a property of spaces is called generic if when two spaces are equivalent at all 
primes, one enjoys the property only when the other does. Being a Poincare complex is 
clearly generic. On the other hand, the invariant used in Theorem 3 is used to see that the 
property of being homotopy equivalent to a manifold is not a generic property for finite 
complexes. See example 9 below. 
The paper contains four sections and an Appendix. Sections 1 and 2 prove Theorems 1 
and 2 by using results of [3], [8] and [9]. Section 3 describes an invariant of Poincare’ 
complexes possessing normal invariants (but is independent of choice of normal invariant). 
In Section 4, we prove Theorem 3. Lastly, in the Appendix we construct some peculiar 
nilpotent Poincare complexes with Z,, as the fundamental group. 
$1. SOME POSITIVE RESULTS 
In this section we prove some results slightly more general than Theorem 1 of the 
Introduction. 
DEFINITION. A C W complex X is said to be strongly simple if n,X is Abelian, and for all 
subgroups H c n,X the quotient n,X/H acts by transformations homotopic to the identity on 
the cover z(H) corresponding to H. 
The usual notion of simplicity corresponds to the above restricted to the case of H the 
trivial group. Notice that any H-space X is strongly simple as the action of rrl X/H on g/(H) 
can be identified with translation by the orbit of the identity, and any translation on a 
connected H-spaces is obviously homotopic to the identity. 
PROPOSITION 1. If X is strongly simple and n,X 2 Z x H, then X-S’ x 8(H). 
tAs wh(Z, 8 2,) =O, these examples are also simple in the sense of Whitehead torsion. 
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Proof An easy consequence of covering space theory is that X is homotopy equivalent o 
the mapping torus of the monodromy of any infinite cyclic cover. By hypothesis, the 
monodromy is homotopic to the identity so that the mapping torus is just a product. 
COROLLARY 2. If X is ajnitely dominated strongly simple C W complex, then X - Tk x X’ 
where Tk is a torus and rtlX’ is finite. Moreover, X’ is simple. 
The following is obvious: 
LEMMA 3. If X and X’ are as above, then X is a Poincarb complex iflX’ is. Moreover, X has 
a normal invariant $X’ does. n 
COROLLARY 4. A strongly simple space X with torsion-free fundamental group is homotopy 
equivalent to a closed mantfold #it is a Poincarb complex with normal invariant. 
Proof Necessity is obvious. Conversely, it suffices to show that X’ is a closed manifold. If 
dim X’a5 this follows from surgery theory with the trick of connect summing with a 
Kervaire or Milnor problem if necessary. If dim X’=4 this uses also Freedman’s theorem 
[Fr]. (However, if dim X 2 5 this can be proven without Freedman’s work directly.) If dim 
X’ < 3 then X’ is homotopy equivalent o a sphere. n 
In order to describe the analogous characterization if x,X has torsion it is necessary to 
make one further definition. The (higher) signature of X, a(X), is simply the ordinary signature 
of X’ if dim (X’) - 0 mod 4 and 0 otherwise. In view of the veracity of Novikov’s conjecture for 
z-free Abelian, this can be identified, in our case, with the symmetric signature of X” in the 
group L”(Rx) of Mischenko-Ranicki [20]. 
PROPOSITION 5. If X” is a strongly simple space with x,X infinite but containing torsion, 
and n-(rank H,(X; R))#3 mod 4 or the 2-torsion of rt,X is at most cyclic, then X is homotopy 
equivalent to a closed manifold trX is a Poincare complex, has a normal invariant and o(X) = 0. 
Proof First we show the vanishing of a(X). (This actually follows from the general 
theorems of [27].) Let M 5 X be a normal map. As in [22], by repeated transversality, up to 
2-torsion, the surgery obstruction off -l(X’)+X’ must vanish; in particular its multi- 
signature must. The multi-signature off - ‘(X’) is a multiple of the regular representation 
[25] and that of X’ is 0(X’) times the trivial representation. Thus a(X’) =0 and 0(X)=0. 
Conversely, if dim X 2 5 by Cl93 it suffices to construct a degree-one normal map g: 
N+X’ whose projective surgery obstruction, p(g)ELP(n,X’), vanishes. As above, by connect 
summing with Kervaire or Milnor manifolds assume the simply connected obstruction 
vanishes. If dim X’ is even, then the reduced projective L-group is torsion free [3] and thus 
detected by the multi-signature. As 0(X’) = 0, simplicity implies this vanishes. If dim X’G 1 
mod 4 then [3] the surgery group vanishes. If dim X’ 3 3 mod 4 and x,X has no 2-torsion 
then again the L-group vanishes. Otherwise, there is a unique non-trivial homomorphism 
rt1X’+Z2 inducing an isomorphism on the L-groups. Let C be a circle whose image in Z2 is 
non-trivial. Using the fact that L3(Z)+t3(Z2) is an isomorphism [25] one can connect sum 
S’ x Kervaire problem to N along the boundary of a regular neighborhood of C to kill any 
non-zero obstruction. 
If dim X d 4 a case by case analysis is simple. 
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Remarks 
(1) Theorem 3 shows that the above characterization fails if the torsion in rzi X” is Z, x Z, 
and n-(rank H,(X; R)) E 3 mod 4. 
(2) The proof of Proposition 5 is very similar to the proof of theorem A of [26]. 
PROPOSITION 6. If X is a simple space with x,X a non-trivial odd p-group then X is 
homotopy equivalent to a closed manifold ifs X is a finite Poincari complex with normal 
invariant, and a(X) = 0. 
Proof All as above, with L” calculations replacing Lp ones in odd dimensions. In even 
dimensions, use the fact that &,( 7~ IS ) ’ t orsion free [24] rather than Lp, and the theorem of 
[9] that if x is any odd p-group, a finite Poincari space that is simple in the sense of homotopy 
theory can have its duality refined to be a simple Poincarl complex in the sense of 
Wall [25]. n 
Proof of Theorem 1. Any H-space is a Poincare complex [l] with normal invariant [ 1, 21, 
and (unless it is a torus) vanishing higher signature since it is rationally a product of odd 
dimensional spheres. The result follows from Corollary 4, and Propositions 5 and 6. 
52. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We begin with an elementary lemma. 
LEMMA. If G is a compact Lie group with finite x1, then every element of zl(G,e) is 
represented by a homomorphism S’+G. 
Remark. The finiteness of rri can be dispensed with. 
Proof Let ME x,(G,e). Passing to the universal covering group G of G, cx can be 
considered translation by an element S of G. Of course, g’~Ker G+G. Endow G with a Lie 
group invariant metric. A geodesic from e’ to g (which exists since G is compact, afortiori, 
complete by the Hopf-Rinow theorem) is the restriction of a homomorphism R-G which 
when composed with the covering homomorphism G-+G gives rise the desired homo- 
morphism S’-+G. n 
An immediate consequence is that if rt ,G = Z,r then there is a (homogeneous) pace G* 
with rciG*=Z2’+ , and with 2-fold cover G. The same is true if G is allowed to be the product 
of a Lie Group and a (perhaps empty) product of S’s and/or RP’. 
The methods of Appendix 1 of [26] now apply to construct, under the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2, a finite Poincare complex X*, mod 2 equivalent o G*, with normal invariant and 
with 2-fold cover homotopy equivalent to X. 
Letf M-+X be a degree one normal map. Repeating the analysis of $1 we see that the 
critical case is the even dimensional one, and that then we can assume that the simply 
connected obstruction and the multi-signature vanishes. In other words, f?(j) is a torsion 
element of &,(Z2’+ ,). By an extension of the mod 2 algebra of [7], the following is shown 
in [8]. 
tr: &(ZZ,+ ,)-&.(Z,,) vanishes 
on torsion elements. 
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As a result, for the 2-fold cover normal invariant 
fQ+d*=X, &J)=tr &f)=O. 
Theorem 2 follows in this case. 
Lastly, if r<3, L’&(Z,,) has no torsion, Theorem 2 holds in this case as well. n 
43. AN INVARIANT 
Let X4”+ 3 be a Poincare complex of formal dimension G 3 mod 4 and fundamental group 
Z, x Zz. If X has a normal invariant, say$ M-X, we can define an invariant as follows: let 
pi, p2 and pi + p2 be homomorphisms from Z, x Z, +Z, given by projection onto factors, 
and by the sum of the projections, respectively. These induce homomorphisms in L-theory. 
Define 
~=P~*+Pz*+~P~+P~~*:~3~~2~~2~~~3~~z~=~* 
[We do not decorate the L-groups since E?,(Z, x Z,) = Wh(Z, x Z,) = 0.1 Then C(X,S) E Z, is 
just the homomorphism C applied to the surgery obstruction off: We will see later that 
C(X,f) only depends on X. For now, we note the following: 
PROPOSITION 7. If X is homotopy equivalent to a manifold then IE(X,f) = Ofor all degree one 
normal mapsJ: 
Proof In [25] a formula is given for surgery obstructions for problems on closed 
manifolds if rri =Z,. It depends on characteristic lasses of the target manifold and of the 
normal invariant mapped through H,(Z,;Z2) and hence here we can use the three different 
maps H,(Z,; Z,) to compute p1*(8(f)), p&B(f)) and (pl +pJ*(e(f)). However, the map on 
homology 
P1*+P**+(P1 +Pd*: HI@, X.G~Z,)+~,(Z2;Z,) 
obviously vanishes and the result follows. W 
For detailed calculations we give a more computational definition of C in some cases. 
PROPOSITION 8. Letf: M4ki3 +X be a degree one 2k + l-connected normal Z,,, [Z, x Z,] 
equivalence. Let KZk+ 1 = Ker Hzk+ l(M; Z[Z, x Z2])+Hzk+ ,(X; Z[Z, x Z,]) then 
C(f)= 
i 
0 if #(K,,+,)= +l(mod8) 
1 if # (Kzk+J= +3(mod8) 
[#lK2k+l ) is the number of elements in Kzk+i.] 
Proof: The main ingredient is Levine’s formula for the Arf invariant of a symmetric 
. 
bihnear form over Z,,,. He showed that it was obtained from the determinant of a 
representative matrix taken mod 8. Assuming the analog of the formula for x for e(J) if 
rci = Z2, the formula for I: follows since Kzk+ 1 ‘v K + + 0 K+_ 0 K_+ 0 K__, where the 
subscript is determined by the action of the 2-generators of Z, x Z,. The values of Pi*(0cf)), 
p**@(f))? and (P~+P~M?K~J) depend on IK++OK+-I, lK++OK-+I and 
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IK, + 0 K- _ I respectively so that C(XJ) depends on 
lK++l lK+-I lK++l IK-+I lK++l IK--I 
=lK++13 IK+-I IK-+I IK--I 
sIK++l lK+-I IK-+I IK--I 
=lK,,+ll 
in the way described by the proposition. 
(mod 8) 
(mod 8) 
(mod 8) 
(mod 8) 
It remains to derive the formula for surgery obstructions in L3(Z2) from Levine’s formula. 
This is well known to experts (e.g. [18]), but we include a proof for completeness. 
A little thought shows that it suffices to see that if the surgery obstruction vanishes then 
the order is = & 1 mod 8. However the order can be identified with the determinant of the 
middle dimensional homology pairing of the 2-fold cover normal cobordism to a homotopy 
equivalence, which has Kervaire invariant zero, since it is twice the Kervaire invariant of the 
base cobordism. 
EXAMPLE 9. Let X3 be the three-dimensional Poincare complex with n,X= the 
quaternion group Qs which is not homotopy equivalent o the linear space form with the 
same 7ci. In other words, it has the “wrong” k-invariant (it is three times the “linear” k- 
invariant). One can see fairly directly (e.g. [21]) that X is not a manifold because its Wall 
finiteness obstruction is non-zero. We give a different proof using the homomorphism 
Qs+Z, x Z,. The linear space form with fundamental group Z, x Qs has a degree one map 
to X. Clearly, it is covered by bundles, and by the formula of Proposition 8, C(X,f) ~0. Thus, 
by Proposition 7, X is not homotopy equivalent o a manifold. (In fact, since we work with Lp, 
S’ x X, which is a finite complex, is not homotopy equivalent o a manifold. This complex is 
homotopy equivalent to the product of S’ and the linear Qs space form at each prime 
separately. Thus, being a manifold is not “generic”.) 
LEMMA 10. There is an exact sequence 
O-*L,V,) 0 L3(Z&== L,(Z, x Z,) f, z2+o. 
Proof: It suffices to show that the maps induced by the inclusions of Z, c Z, x Z, are 
injective, that I: vanishes on these, and that L,(Z, x Z&NZ:. The first fact follows from 
observing that pl* @ pz* splits back the inclusion. The second is a trivial calculation. Lastly 
L,(Z, x Z,) has been calculated in [3] or can be computed from the Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence associated to the square 
zcz, x &I - ZCZ,l 
I I 
I I 
ZCZ,l -Z,CZ,l n 
COROLLARY 11. 
L,(Z, x Z,) PI* @P2* CDL l L3(Z*) 0 L3(Z2) 0 L,(Z,) 
is an isomorphism. n 
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COROLLARY 12. x(X,f) is independent ef the normal invariant 1: It vanishes ifl X is 
homotopy equivalent to a mani$old. 
Proof: In view of Proposition 7 it suffices to show that if for some normal invariant f, 
C(X,j)=O, then X is homotopy equivalent to a manifold. Since n,X=Z, xZz and 
R,,(Z, x Z,) =O, X is a finite complex. Even if 6(f) #O, one can arrange that the images under 
Pl’ and pz* vanish by modifying along generating circles as in the proof of 
Proposition 5. By Lemma 10 and Corollary 11 we are done if dim X2 5. However, 
there are no Poincart complexes of dimension 3 with x1 =Z, x Z, so the conclusion 
vacuously holds in this case as well. m 
Remark. One can extend Corollary 12 to give the characterization of which strongly 
simple spaces with infinite 7~~ are homotopy equivalent o manifolds in the cases not covered 
by Corollary 4 and Proposition 12. The necessary and sufficient conditions beyond‘Poincari 
duality and the existence of a normal invariant is the vanishing of the I: invariants (of X’) 
associated to all homomorphisms of the torsion subgroup of x,X onto Z2 x Z,. One can 
prove this by the above methods together with the following algebraic fact: 
LEMMA. Zf IL is ajinite Abelian group, then 
is an isomorphism. n 
Jw) + 0 LW,) 
H’(a; Z,)- {O} 
We will not prove this here since the C invariant is not as readily computable as could be 
desired and therefore is at present more useful for providing counterexamples than for 
proving that particular PoincarC spaces actually are manifolds. 
$4. SOME EXAMPLES 
In this section we apply the results of the previous section to prove Theorem 3. As in the 
examples of Zabrodsky described in the Introduction we produce the desired Poincark 
complexes by “mixing homotopy types” or, more simply, the homotopy pull-back 
construction. Our main result is: 
THEOREM 13. Let M4k+3 be a simple 4k + 3 manifold with n, M =Zz x Z, and stable 
spherical fundamental class (e.g. a n-manifold) and p any large prime z + 3 mod 8. Then there 
exists a Poincart complex X(p) such that X has a normal invariant, X[l/p] is homotopy 
equivalent to M[l/p], and X x Tk is not homotopy equivalent to a closed manifold for any 
k-torus Tk. 
Of course Theorem 3 follows from Theorem 13; simply let M =SO(4) x SO(4) x SU(2). 
Theorem 13 contains several unnecessary hypotheses, but our main interest lies in the 
construction of even one example. 
Proof: First it is necessary to construct some auxiliary manifolds. Let M denote the 
universal cover of M. 
Claim. There are manifolds N(p) 2 &? with k-connected Z[l/p] equivalences to fi 
and #(K Zk+ ,(f,))= f 3 (mod 8) for p = f 3 mod 8. 
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Proof Take a map N-+&i/Z, with non-zero surgery obstruction in L,(Z,)=Z,. (See 
proof of Proposition 5.) Do surgery until the middle dimension to obtain a k-connected map. 
Since L,(Z[Z,]+L,(Z[ l/p] [Z,]) vanishes ([26]) one can continue the surgery process to 
obtain a manifold Z[ l/p] [Z,] equivalent o fi/Z, normally cobordant to N. By the proof of 
Proposition 8, fl has the desired properties. 
Localization theory [23] provides a homotopy pullback diagram: 
MJ%I4[ l/2] 
I I 
I I 1 (2, MCV.1 
M,,,~M (0) 
We define a space X(p) to be the pullback of the diagram: 
X(P) -N(P)WI 
One can see as in [26] that X(p) is a finitely dominated Poincare complex with 
rrrX =Z, x Zz and that there is a natural map 7,: X(p)-+M which is k-connected and 
#(KZk+r(&))= f3 (mod 8). 
Claim. X(p) has stably spherical fundamental class for p>2k+ 3. 
Proof: The quickest way to see this is that the top class is stably spherical iff the Spivak 
fibration is trivial, i.e. iff this is true at all primes. Away from p, X(p) [l/p] - M[l/p] (since 
N(p)[1/2] - &&l/2]). At p however, BG is contractible in the given dimension range. n 
As a consequence there is a stably a degree one map 
sN+4k+3 +yX(p)Z1T,yM. 
By the transversality construction this leads to 
\I h, f, 
M 
where gp and h, are degree one normal maps, which can be assumed to be k-connected 
Z&Z, x Z,] equivalence. But Proposition 8, C(M, h&=0 which leads to (by Proposition 8) 
Thus: #(K 2k+ lb,))=- +  3 
equivalent to a manifold. 
1 = # tK2k+ I@,)) (mod 8) 
- # (&k+lt_&))’ # (K2k+l(gp)) (mod 8) 
= + 3 * d t&k+ I(&)) (mod 8) 
(mod 8), so that x(X(p), gp)#O and thus X(p) is not homotwy 
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Lastly, suppose that Tk x X(p) were homotopy equivalent o a manifold. Bass has shown 
[S] that K_i(Z, x Z2)=0 for i> 0 so that after taking finite covers (to kill nil obstructions) 
and applying the Farrell Fibration theorem k-times [lo], one would obtain a manifold 
homotopy equivalent to X(p) which contradicts the previous paragraph. W 
APPENDIX 
In this short Appendix we produce finite nilpotent Poincare complexes with fundamental group 
Z,r, r > 3, that have normal invariants but do not have the homotopy type of closed manifolds. This 
shows the necessity of the assumption of infinite rr, in Theorem 1, even for 2-groups. These Poincare 
complexes do not satisfy simple duality (measured in Wh(n,)). At present, we do not know of any 
example of such a complex which is simple (in the sense of homotopy theory) which does not satisfy 
simple duality. 
THEOREM. For n > 2 and r > 3 there are nilpotent Poincart complexes of the Z[ l/2] homotopy type of 
L:m+’ xS”-’ that do not satisfy simple duality, and, in particular, are not homotopy equivalent to closed 
manifolds. 
Proof: According to [8] the group Lh 2t,,,+nj(Z[ZZr]) contains torsion elements, which are 
detected by their simplicity obstructions in HO(Z,; Wh(Z,)). Apply the Wall realization theorem to 
these elements and 1: L$‘+’ x S2”-2-+L$!‘+1 xS’“-‘. Below it is shown that the image of these 
elements in Lh 2(m+n,(Z[1/2] [Z,r]) vanishes so that after a normal cobordism, rel 2, this map can be 
assumed to be a Z[1/2] [Z,r]: homotopy equivalence (cf. e.g. [6]). Glueing, using the obvious maps, 
L:r+’ xD’“-’ to both ends of this normal cobordism is easily seen to produce a Poincare complex with 
non-simple duality measured in H’(Z,; Wh(Z,,)). It has the Z[1/2] [Z,.]-homotopy type of Lir+’ 
x S’“- ‘, so that the 2-Sylow subgroup of ~[i acts trivially on nJ(2-torsion) and the complex is therefore 
nilpotent. 
PROPOSITION. The map L,f.,&Z[Z,,])-Lt,,,(Zf1/2] [Z,,]), is zero on torsion. 
Proof: According to [3], the group LiV:,, (Z[Z,,]) is torsion free, so that the torsion can be 
computed using the Rothenberg sequence [22] 
+ fw,; Rem- WI c~,~l~~~~4”,“~~c~/~l~~~~l~~ 
It suffices therefore to show that 
~om-G-lb~omlI21 CZPI) 
is zero on 2-torsion. (It is actually an isomorphism on odd torsion.) This is because 
w/21 cz2.1 g 0 ZCWI Cipl 
i<r 
where i2, is a primitive 2’th root of unity. Thus 
~oVC1I21 CZ,,l) g Z’ 0 ~~Orz-ov~1/21 [ipI). 
‘. 
The Mayer-Vietoris theorem in K-theory 
~o(zCi2J)-~omwl CrPl) 0 ~o(z,,,C5*il) 
-~o(QLl)=o 
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shows that the torsion comes from &,(Z[[2,]) which is an odd group according to a celebrated theorem 
of Weber (cf. [13]). n 
Remark. This construction shows that for n=Z,. all elements of the image 
Hz”- ‘(Z,;Z&,(K))+H*~(Z,; W%(n)) are realized as the (reduced) torsions of the Poincare’ duality maps of 
closed nilpotent Poincare complexes. One can show that these are precisely the torsions that arise for 
these complexes. For general Poincare complexes (and these n) all elements of H*‘(Z,; W%(x)) arise. 
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